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Wild in the City
Wild in the City is a London-based organisation
seeking to make nature a meaningful part of everyday
woodland living skills to urban residents and people
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What were you doing before you

High Commissioner for Refugees

When did you start to think you
wanted to bring this relationship

my health and my sense of self
appreciated the ease of access

other children in similar situations
as naughty or disruptive became
transition to offering all my clients

Were you always someone who
got out into nature in search

experience in this pandemic has

said it has been central to their

something to offer as someone for
oral tradition of learning about
is applicable to everyone in the UK

How did Wild in the City come
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to to pass on and so the oral tradition
people of colour to be leaders in
and become elders teaching and

greater capacity as an organisation
and other research for several

You must have seen huge
amount of interest in your
organisation after the events
of 2020.

current level of interest exposes a

correctness and expressing a desire

actually been quite frustrating and
been able to secure the funding to
broaden our reach or produce the

to consult by major environmental
organisations and our inability to

but also the entrenched perception
less depth and importance and
have at least made the systemic

designed to introduce people to

programmes are often based on a
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What are your aims for the

sharing cultural traditions connected
loss and trauma in both being and
having come to be disconnected

Anyone reading this should
check out wildinthecity.org.uk
to learn more about the full
really struck by one sentence
skills learned on the courses you

them to facilitate other people in

out there because generations are

all our regular programmes to have
a national presence in the next three
and children to be exposed to this

intergeneration conversation that
develops is one of the loveliest

see families and communities
the perfunctory nature of most
These stresses have an impact on the
these stimuli as if they are a potential
level of stress and adrenaline in our

detached and dissociated from
sounds similar to the sort of
connections that can happen
The Reader. It feels like the
literature in these groups is
to the
part played by nature in a Wild
in the City programme.
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